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Energy & Energy Services Update

COVID 19 Continues To Dramatically Impact Oil & Energy Services

16 April 2020

16 April 2020

“Coronavirus crisis will erase 
nearly a decade of oil demand 

growth this year, IEA says”

CNBC comment on International Energy Agency prediction:  16042020
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Balance Sheet & Access To Capital In The Short Term Will Be Critically Important
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Energy Services Players Will Come Under Increased Pressure

16 April 2020

• Oil demand hit hard & limit on US capacity to store crude oil

• Surplus of 10 million barrels a day or more will result in current capacity
being capped out – Department of Energy trying to assist

• Trades in oil futures market overnight saw pricing below US $20 a barrel

• Question on bankruptcies in the sector and who will make it to the other
side if the oil price remains depressed for extended period

 On 12 April OPEC, Russia & major oil nations agreed to an unprecedented & 
co-ordinated cut in production

 That cut was approximately 10 million barrels per day, or a tenth of global
supply

 Mexico, which occupied a pivotal role in negotiations, agreed to a final cut of 
only 100,000 barrels per day – down significantly from an initial allocation 
of 400,000 per day

 The move has had no impact on oil price which has continued to decline
 Daily production currently far exceeds daily consumption

International oil 
market action 
“canary in the 
coal mine” for 
Australian 
producers, 
explorers & 
energy services 
players

OPEC production 
cuts shrugged off 
by market traders 
at present

1

2

Oil falls below $20 a barrel after agency 
projects coronavirus will cause record slump in 
global demand

Markets Insider 16042020

Oil prices slump as market faces lowest 
demand in 25 years

The Guardian  16042020

Oil prices fall after US sees record crude 
storage build

Reuters 16042020

Oil Demand Projected To Fall By Record 
Amount

Wall Street Journal 16042020

Oil drops to more than 18 year-low on 
inventory build, supply concerns

Reuters 16042020
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High correlation between current oil price movements and stock movements
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Oil Price vs US Stock Market Movement
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Falls in the oil market 
dragging on major equity 

indexes

Question of knock on impact 
on industry and consumer 

demand over short and 
medium terms

High debt levels amonst
many Energy & Energy 

Service players anticipated to 
lead to increase in 
restructurings and 

bankruptcies

Debt & equity capital costs 
for sector participants 

anticipated to increase

Major PE funds with longer 
term view likely to move 

opportunistically on technical 
& resource leaders that have 

solid operations but poor 
balance sheets / current cost 

bases

Source:  EIA, Refinitiv, LCC Research
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+ One month price trading activity
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NYMEX Light Sweet Crude Trading Action

16 April 2020 Source:  EIA, Refinitiv, LCC Research
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Stockpiles continue to grow raising concerns on current storage capacity being used
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USA Oil Stockpile Movements

16 April 2020

Source:  US Weekly Production Report.  US Energy Infrastructure Administration :  https://www.eia.gov/petroleum/supply/weekly/
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All majors have undergone significant share price correction
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Global Big Oil
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Occidental Petroleum

Source: Department Energy & Environment, blue environment, Ascend, ABS, LCC research

BP

TotalExxon

Rebased Performance Of Big Oil to Dow Jones Index
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Explorers & junior producers have also been heavily impacted
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International Exploration & Production
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Hess

Source: Department Energy & Environment, blue environment, Ascend, ABS, LCC research

Devon Energy

Apache

Rebased Performance Of E & P  to Dow Jones Index

Continental Resources
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Halliburton approaching 1973 share price level
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Oilfield Services Majors - Halliburton

16 April 2020 Source: Department Energy & Environment, blue environment, Ascend, ABS, LCC research

Halliburton – From IPO Halliburton –1 Year
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Major correction in share price, again back to 1970s levels
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Oilfield Services Majors - Schlumberger
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Schlumberger – From IPO Schlumberger –1 Year

Source:  Refinitiv, LCC research, Company Data
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Offshore contract drilling demand anticipated to have significant disruption, with Transocean now trading below 1994 levels
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Oilfield Services Majors - Transocean
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Transocean – From IPO Transocean – 1 Year

www.deepwater.com

Source:  Refinitiv, LCC research, Company Data
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Transocean has underperformed peers both short & long term
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Oilfield Services Majors – Trading Correlation

16 April 2020

20 Year Observation

Source:  Refinitiv, LCC research, Company Data

1 Year Observation
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We bring proven strategic thinking to position leadership teams to both make better decisions and pursue value adding transactions
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How LCC Asia Pacific Supports Clients

16 April 2020

LCC Asia Pacific provides differentiated strategic, financial and tactical 
advice as well as meticulous execution to financial sponsors and both 
public and private companies across the Engineering & Technical Services 
Sector. Specific areas in which LCC has worked for over 16 years of being 
in operation include:

• Engineering (spanning heavy, civil & multi disciplinary engineering companies 
to technical niches)

• Mining & Drilling Services & METS Technology
• Environmental Services (Civil, Waste to Technical Consulting)
• Electrical Engineering (HV to LV)
• Technical Engineered Products – with a particular focus on “wear parts” & 

consumables
• Infrastructure Services
• Oilfield, Pipeline & Energy Services (both onshore & offshore)

We help our clients identify and pursue strategic priorities, devise 
strategies to enhance shareholder value, and develop new ideas and 
deeper perspective to achieve their goals. 

We work with corporate clients and financial sponsors to 
provide specific insights into economic & business issues that 

allow transaction feasibility to be better assessed & market 
opportunities to be analysed clearly

 Commercial 
Analysis & Planning

 Financial 
Sensitivity 
Analysis

 Buy Side M & A 
Planning & 
Execution

 Exit & “Gap” 
Analysis

 Sell Side M & A 
Planning & 
Execution 

 Debt & Equity 
Capital Raising

Using a forensic approach we analyse existing business models for 
potential due diligence “flags” and work with leadership teams to 

mitigate risks ahead of exit transaction windows

Leveraging our research & data tools we help clients independently 
analyse financial impact of alternative business & transaction 

scenarios

We work with Australian & International clients to devise & 
execute buy side acquisition strategies – including market 

entry & expansion

We are a specialist in cross border sell side engagements, 
leveraging our sector experience, operational know how and 

extensive data tools to design and deliver outstanding results 
for shareholders

 Landscape 
Analysis

We have a particular expertise in understanding competitive 
landscapes – both today & tomorrow – which includes “market entry” 

strategies for offshore players

We assist clients source & structure equity and debt capital 
raising engagements
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Specialist Sector Based Strategy & Corporate Finance Advice
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: This presentation (‘Presentation’) has been drafted by LCC Asia Pacific Pty Limited and/or its affiliates (together, “LCC”) for the exclusive use of the party to whom LCC delivers this presentation (the “Recipient”) using
information provided from a variety of sources, including publicly available information and potentially information from the Recipient. You acknowledge and agree LCC has not independently verified the information contained in this Presentation, nor
does LCC make any representation or warranty, either express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this Presentation. This Presentation should not be regarded by the Recipient as a substitute for the
exercise of its own judgment, and the Recipient is expected to rely on its own due diligence, including separate legal, tax and accounting, if it wishes to proceed further in relation to any transaction concept outlined in this Presentation.
Nothing contained in this Presentation is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or presentation as to the past or the future. LCC, its affiliates, directors, employees and/or agents expressly disclaim any and all liability relating or resulting from
inaccurate or incomplete information and the use or reliance of all or any part of this Presentation or any of the information contained within this Presentation.
By accepting this Presentation, the Recipient acknowledges and agrees that LCC will at all times act as an independent contractor on an arm’s-length basis and will not act in any other capacity, including in a fiduciary capacity, with respect to the
Recipient. LCC may provide services to any member of the same group as the Recipient or any other entity or person (a “Third Party”), engage in any transaction (on its own account or otherwise) with respect to the Recipient or a Third Party, or act in
relation to any matter for itself or any Third Party, notwithstanding that such services, transactions or actions may be adverse to the Recipient or any member of its group, and LCC may retain for its own benefit any related remuneration or profit.
This Presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be constructed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The Recipient should not construe the contents of this
presentation as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a recommendation. The Recipient should consult its own counsel, tax and financial advisors as to legal and related matters concerning any transaction described in this Presentation. This
Presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that the Recipient may require. No investment, divestment or other financial decisions or actions should be based solely on the information in this Presentation.
This presentation has been prepared on a confidential basis solely for the use and benefit of the Recipient. Distribution of this presentation to any person other than the Recipient and those persons retained to advice the Recipient, who agree to
maintain the confidentiality of this material and be bound by the limitations outlined herein, is not authorized by LCC. LCC specifically prohibits the redistribution or reproduction of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of LCC
and LCC accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
LCC holds a series of registered trademarks in the United States of America and Australia to protect its intellectual property. Examples of regional engagements detailed in this Work Book are typically advisory or consulting in style, or involve an
Australian company that is either seeking to expand into a market or has assets within that market. Today LCC is a licensed wholesale securities dealer in Australia only.
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